ROSA BUS
ROSA BUS RANGE

CONTACT YOUR AUTHORISED LOCAL FUSO DEALER OR VISIT FUSO.COM.AU

With a longstanding history of being Australia’s
favourite light-duty bus, the next generation of Fuso
Rosa continues to raise the bar in safety, reliability
and overall driving experience.
From its Euro 6 engine up front to its reversing
camera out back, the all-new Rosa brings with it
a suite of active safety systems and performance
features to ensure you get the job done with absolute
confidence and ease.
Available in 22 or 25 seat configurations, manual
and auto transmission plus a range of trim options –
there’s a Fuso Rosa fit for the job.
And if that wasn’t enough, the all-new Rosa is backed
by our class-leading 5year/200,000km warranty* and
extended 15,000km service intervals – keeping you on
the road for longer and costing you less.

*Visit fuso.com.au/Warranty for more details
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THINKING SAFETY?
THINK ROSA

When you’re in the business of transporting people from A to B, you
understand that getting everyone to their destination safely is the priority.
Which is why class-leading safety is standard across all Rosa models.
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AEBS

ADVANCED EMERGENCY
BRAKING SYSTEM

WARNING

We’re not always ready to react, that’s why the all-new Rosa comes with
active safety including AEBS, LDWS and ESP. Each model also includes
as standard, Brake Assist, Electronic Brake force Distribution, ABS
4-wheel disc brakes with an impressive total of six brake calipers (dual
front calipers) and exhaust braking for superior stopping power. Brake
wear indicators make managing replacement intervals easy.

50% BRAKING
FORCE

100%
BRAKING
FORCE
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ROLL OVER
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SURROUNDED
BY SAFETY
1
2

Pedestrian Detection

3

Lane Departure Warning
System (LDWS)
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Electronic Stability Program
(ESP) and Anti-Spin
Regulator (ASR)
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Driver and front-passenger
airbags
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3-point lap-sash
seatbelts throughout
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Hill start assist
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Height adjustable LED
headlights, for increased
visibility
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Advanced Emergency
Braking System (AEBS)
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Reversing camera, with
the ability to support 4
additional cameras
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Accelerator interlock
and pre-warning buzzer,
prevents the bus being
driven with the passenger
door open
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4 emergency exits
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Deluxe model shown
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ALL THE COMFORT
WITH NONE OF
THE COMPROMISE
When it comes to comfort, naturally we
think of air-conditioning, high-backed
seats, ambient LED lighting and tinted
windows. Whilst the Fuso Rosa provides
its passengers with all these creature
comforts, we know that nobody spends
more time in a bus than the driver.
At Fuso, we’ve gone to great lengths to
ensure our driver’s cabin is uncluttered
and ergonomically designed. With so much
time spent behind the wheel, it’s the little
things that go a long way. Features such as
the multi-direction adjustable driver’s seat
and steering wheel, easy to reach controls
including a dash mounted gear-selector

and floor mounted handbrake, a 4-speaker
PA system and 7.0” touch screen
multimedia unit.

DRIVER COMFORT

PASSENGER COMFORT

• Multi-directional adjustable driver seat
• 3-way adjustable steering column

• High-backed cloth seats with 3-point
lap-sash seatbelts#

Optimal forward visibility is achieved
through the deep front windscreen and
side-traffic visibility is enhanced via the
signature transom window. And with a
forward position automatic side-entry
door, drivers have an unobstructed view as
passengers board or alight from the vehicle.

• Dash mounted gear selector

• Tinted windows

• 7-inch Multimedia SAT/NAV unit with
Bluetooth and 3 years map upgrades

• LED overhead lighting

These simple but significant features
minimise driver fatigue and ensures a driver
arrives at their destination as alert and
safe as the passengers they’re carrying.

• PA System with 4 speakers
• Digital Climate Control
• Cruise Control
• Hill Start assist
• Independent Front Suspension for
superior comfort and handling
• Rack & Pinion steering for precise
steering input and smaller turning circle
Available on Deluxe model

#
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• Rear air-conditioning system with
integrated roof vents located
throughout cabin
• Full-length flat floor for easier movement
through the cabin and compatibility with
rear wheel-chair lift systems
• Electric swing out side entry door# or
vacuum actuated bi-fold door

• Euro 6 compliant engine using SCR, DPF and EGR for clean
running and lower emissions
• Class-leading power and torque across a wide rev range
• 129kW @ 2,840 – 3,500 / 430 Nm @ 1,600-2,860rpm
• Class-leading 15,000km service intervals and
5-year/200,000km warranty*
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• Ability to override AMT for preferred gear selection

300
140

• Piezo Fuel Injection System efficiently improves fuel economy
and lowers emissions

120

• Variable geometry turbo with electronic feedback control
improves torque delivery
• 100L Fuel Tank for longer range

POWER (kW)

• 5-speed Manual option available
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TORQUE (Nm)

• 6-speed Automated Manual Transmission for smoother shifts
and flexible power delivery

Fuso 4P-10 T6

GEAR BOX
• 6-speed Automated
Manual Transmission for
seamless shifting
and acceleration
• 5-speed manual available
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*Visit fuso.com.au/Warranty for more details
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SERVICE
PLANS
The Fuso Rosa is built to last, but if something
does go wrong, you can be confident knowing
that you’re covered because Fuso is the first
and only Japanese bus manufacturer to offer
up to 5 year/200,000km warranty* as standard.

SERVICE PLANS

WEAR AND
TEAR

*

VEHICLE
REPAIRS

YEAR
WARRANTY

DRIVELINE
REPAIRS

For even greater flexibility and peace of mind,
we also offer Fixed Price Servicing. So not only
do you enjoy extended 15,000km service
intervals, there are no more surprises at the
service desk!
MAINTENANCE
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When it comes to business, nobody likes
unplanned expenses. Fuso Service Plans allow
you to manage your finances upfront and gives
you preferential pricing on genuine parts and
labour at authorised Fuso Service Dealerships.

✓

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

✓

✓

BEST BASIC

Includes all scheduled servicing work
for your vehicle as specified in the Fuso
maintenance booklet, carried out to Fuso
quality standards. Total flexibility allows
you to select a time/kilometre structure
that best suits your needs.

COMPLETE

A full service package offering all-round
protection. Complete covers all necessary
repair and maintenance work including
wearing parts, ensuring that your vehicle
is always in the best condition.
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*Visit fuso.com.au/Warranty for more details

THE BEST
VS THE REST
The Rosa has been Australia’s best-selling light-duty
bus for 16 years running, and it has the specs to back
that claim up. Making sure your next bus ticks all these
boxes will make sure your business and passengers are
in the best bus.

FEATURES

THE ALL-NEW ROSA^

COMPETITOR

SAFETY
AEBS/LDWS/ESP

✓ Yes

✗ No

PEDESTRIAN DETECTION

✓ Yes

✗ No

AIRBAGS

✓ Driver and passenger

✓ Driver and passenger

ABS

✓ Yes

✓ Yes

EXTERIOR CAMERAS

✓ Reverse + 4 Additional

Reverse

MULTIMEDIA + GPS

✓ 7.0-inch touch screen + DAB radio

6.1-inch

POWER/TORQUE (KW/NM)

✓ 129/430

110/379

EMISSION STD

✓ Euro 6

Euro 5

TRANSMISSION

✓ 6-speed AMT / 5-speed manual

4-Speed auto / 5-speed manual

SEATING CAPACITY

✓ 22 or 25

22 only

GVM (KG)

✓ 5900(22s)/6285(25s)

5540

TOWING CAPACITY (KG)

✓ 1615

1700

TURNING CIRCLE

✓ 12.8m(22s)/14.2m(25s)

13m

WARRANTY

✓ 5yr/200,000

5yr/160,000km#

SERVICE INTERVALS

✓ 15,000 km

10,000 km or 6 months

ENGINE

KEY SPECS

OWNERSHIP

^ 22-seat model
#
in commercial applications
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CONTACT YOUR AUTHORISED LOCAL FUSO DEALER OR VISIT FUSO.COM.AU
Information current as of NOV-2020.

